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Subject: English
NO. OF
PERIOD
8
6

5

TOPIC
Nouns- Naming Words,
Common Nouns,
Proper Nouns
The Pancake that Rolled
Away
Number- Singular and
Plural
The Pancake that Rolled
Away
Gender

6
Pronouns
6

The Ant and the
Grasshopper

7

Adverbs
The Ant and the
Grasshopper

Taurian World School, Ranchi

LEARNING OBJECTIVES / SKILLS TO
ASSESSMENT / ACTIVITIES
BE DEVELOPED
teach to form words of common
Select the nouns and state its type
usage and identify common and
special names

LEARNING OUTCOMES
able to differentiate between
common and proper noun

teach words to describe people
and food items
teach the use of singular and plural
and be able to change words in
opposite number
teach words to describe people
and food items
teach to identify and list masculine
and feminine gender nouns

Fill in the blanks with suitable
words
Give the plural of the following
singular nouns

able to comprehend and
describe articles
able to change words in
opposite number

Fill in the blanks with suitable
words
Rewrite the sentences by changing
the gender of the nouns

able to comprehend and
describe articles
able to identify words
according to its gender

teach to identify words that
replace nouns and understand
their function in sentences
teach words to describe the
movement of animals and moods
teach to identify and locate
adverbs
teach words to describe the
movement of animals and moods

Give a pronoun for the underlined
nouns
Answer the following questions in
a sentence
Rewrite the sentences by inserting
adverbs
Answer the following questions in
a sentence

able to replace nouns with
pronouns
able to comprehend and
describe qualities
able to understand the use of
adverbs
able to comprehend and
describe qualities
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NO. OF
PERIOD

TOPIC

4

Joining Words

6

6

The Jackal and the Lions

Prepositions

The Jackal and the Lions

7

Verbs
Present and Past Tense

6

Echo

7

Helping Verbs- am, is, are,
was,were,
Echo

5

Articles

6

The Spider’s Lesson

LEARNING OBJECTIVES / SKILLS TO
BE DEVELOPED
make the students understand the
concept of joining sentences
teach the pronunciation of words
with silent letters, opposites and
pronouns

ASSESSMENT / ACTIVITIES
Join the sentences using joining
words
Fill in the blanks

LEARNING OUTCOMES
able to join sentences
able to learn opposites and
pronouns

Make sentences

teach to identify prepositions and
its use and be able to write and
speak correctly
teach the pronunciation of words
with silent letters, opposites and
pronouns

Fill in prepositions by seeing the
pictures

able to apply prepositions in
sentences

Fill in the blanks

able to learn opposites and
pronouns

teach to use words or action words
in sentences while writing and
speaking
teach how to act out dialogues

Complete the sentences by filling
verbs

able to form sentences with
action words

Complete the sentences

able to listen and follow
instructions
able to use helping verbs
while writing
able to listen and follow
instructions
able to speak and write
correctly with the use of
articles
learn punctuation, opposites
and similar words

Make sentences

teach the skill of understanding the Supply suitable helping verbs
use of Helping Verbs
teach how to act out dialogues
Complete the sentences
teach the use of Articles by
recognizing consonants and vowels

Fill in articles

teach similar words and opposites

State True or False
Make Sentences
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NO. OF
PERIOD

TOPIC

5

Opposites

LEARNING OBJECTIVES / SKILLS TO
ASSESSMENT / ACTIVITIES
BE DEVELOPED
teach to explore words that are
Write the opposites of the
different in meaning
following words
teach similar words and opposites
State True or False

The Spider’s Lesson

LEARNING OUTCOMES
able to form opposites
learn punctuation, opposites
and similar words

Make Sentences
10

Composition

6

Down the
Rabbit- Hole

Taurian World School, Ranchi

teach to use words and sentences
to describe a topic and be able to
express ones thoughts
teach to talk about wishes and
dreams

Write a composition of 5 to 8
sentences

able to form a series a
sentences to describe a topic

Answer the following questions

enhance speaking skills
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Subject: Hindi
NO.OF PERIODS
5

5

TOPICS

OBJECTIVE

ACTIVITY

LEARNING OUTCOMES

]%kYapaz –1
nayaa savaora³kivata´

Sabdaqa- – &ana‚ kivata vaacana
kranaa tqaa smarNa krnaa‚ AqasamaJanaa‚ Baavaaqa- jaananaa‚ ‘}’ kI
maa~aa kI jaanakarI evaM ica~aaoM ko
naama jaananaa

‘saubah’ kI Anya kivata ZUÐZ,kr caaTpopr pr ilaKnaa.

baccaaoM maoM [sa kivata sao p`Ìit–p`oma
kI Baavanaa jaagaRt haogaI‚ baccaaoM maoM
na[- caotnaa jaagaRt haogaI AaOr vao
AnauSaaisat haoMgao.

khanaI pzna‚ Saud\Qa ]ccaarNa
Sabdaqa-‚ kizna Sabd‚ vaNa- Alaga–
Alaga krko ilaKnaa‚ ‘D,’ evaM’ ‘Z,’
ko p`yaaoga jaanaoMgao.
BaaYaa Sabd kOsao hu[- hO ]nako $p
tqaa Baart kI Anya BaaYaaAaoM kI
jaanakarI
vaNa-‚ vaNa-maalaa evaM ]nako Baod
Aaid.

paÐca icaiD,yaaoM ko ica~a kaTkr
icapkanaa AaOr ]nako baaro maoM dao
laa[na ilaKnaa.

baccaao maoM maohnat‚ daostI‚ Gar sao p`oma‚
madd krnaa‚ Aa%mainaBa-rta evaM sahI
salaah donao jaOsaI Baavanaa ka ivakasa
haogaa.
baccao BaaYaa AaOr ]nako $paMo kao
jaanaoMgao.BaaYaa kI ]%pi<a iksa Qaatu
sao hu[- hO tqaa ]sako Aqa- kao
jaanaoMgao.baccao p`aNaI jagat kI baaoilayaaoM
kao BaI jaana paeÐgao.

paz –2
cauTkI icaiD,yaa ³khanaI´

4
vyaakrNa
BaaYaa¸ vaNa- ivacaar¸

Taurian World School, Ranchi
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NO.OF PERIODS
6

6

TOPICS

OBJECTIVE

paz –3
baadSaah kI rja,a[-³ica~akqaa´

khanaI pzna‚ Sabdaqa-‚ kizna Sabd‚ khanaI ka naaTk ko $p maoM AiBanaya
kqaa Ëmabad\Qa krnaa‚ iksanao kha‚ kranaa.
iksasao kha‚ p`Snaao<ar‚ ica~aaoM kao
doKkr Alaga saMvaad baaolanao ka
p`yaasa kranaa.

baccao [sa paz sao saUJa–baUJa‚
haija,rjavaabaI‚ inaNa-ya laonaa‚ p`SaMsaa
krnaa Aaid saIK paeÐgao .

khanaI pzna‚ Sabdaqa-‚ kizna Sabd‚
p`Snaao<ar‚ iksanao kha‚ iksasao
kha‚KalaI jagah Barnaa Aaid.

[sa paz ko maaQyama sao baccaaoM maoM
pairvaairk p`oma kI Baavanaa‚
%yaaoharaoM ka AanaMd‚ bacaI hu[caIja,aoM ka sadupyaaoga‚ imala–jaulakr
kama krnaa Aaid maUlyaaoM sao
Avagat haoMgao.

paz –5
na[- tsavaIr³khanaI´

ACTIVITY

rMgaaolaI maoM rMga Barvaanaa.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

baccao [sako d\vaara saaqa-k AaOr
inarqa-k SabdaoM kI phcaana krnaa
saIKoMgao.]ccaarNa ko mah<va kao
jaanaoMgao. vaa@yaaoM kao Saud\Qa $p maoM
ilaKnaa saIKoMgao.

vaNaao- evaM maa~aaAaoM kao imalaakr Sabd
tqaa vaa@ya inamaa-Na ko trIko.

4
maa~aa caaT- banavaanaa.
vyaakrNa
maa~aaeÐ
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NO.OF PERIODS

TOPICS

OBJECTIVE

ACTIVITY

LEARNING OUTCOMES

6

paz –6
GauÐGa$vaalaI irMga³khanaI´

Sabdaqa- – &ana‚ vaa@yaaoM kao Ëma sao
lagaanaa‚ ica~aaoM ko ilae ek–ek
vaa@ya ilaKnaa‚ ‘É’‚ ‘$’ vaalao
SabdaoM ko ]ccaarNa evaM ]nako p`yaaoga‚
p`Snaao<ar .

ba`ola ilaip maoM Sabd ilaKnaa .

6

paz –7
p`Ìit ka eº saIº³khanaI´

khanaI pzna‚ Sabdaqa-‚ kizna Sabd‚
kqaa Ëmabad\Qa krnaa‚ iksanao kha‚ slaaogana ilaKkr ek bauk maakiksasao kha‚ p`Snaao<ar‚ KalaI
tOyaar krvaanaa.
sqaana Barnaa Aaid.

saMvaodnaSaIlata‚ Kola ka AanaMd‚
ima~ata‚ KolaBaavanaa‚ ]pharaoM ka
mah<va‚ saamaaijakta‚ iSaYTacaar Aaid
BaavanaaAaoM sao baccao Avagat haoMgao.
baccaaoM maoM Aa%mainaBa-rta evaM
Aa%maivaSvaasa jaOsaI Baavanaa BaI
jaagaRt haogaI.
baccaaoM maoM pyaa-varNa–saMrxaNa ko p`it
sajagata¸ p`Ìit–p`oma‚ vaO&ainak
dRiYTkaoNa¸ svasqa jaIvana–SaOlaI‚
Aadr–Baava‚ gaaÐva ko jaIvana sao p`oma
krnaa saIK paeÐgao .
saM&a eva ilaMga kI pirBaaYaa tqaa
]nakI
phcaana kr sakoMgao.

6

vyaakrNa
saM&a¸ ilaMga

pirBaaYaa tqaa ]dahrNaaoM sao Avagat
haoMgao.

Taurian World School, Ranchi
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NO.OF PERIODS

TOPICS

6

paz –8
gaulamaaohr ka poD,³kivata´

6

paz –9
caaÐd kI icaT\zI³p~a´

8

SEPTEMBER

vyaakrNa
vacana¸ sava-naama

OBJECTIVE

ACTIVITY

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Sabdaqa- – &ana‚ kivata vaacana
kranaa tqaa smarNa krnaa‚ AqasamaJanaa‚ Baavaaqa- jaananaa‚ SabdaoM kao
sahI Ëma maoM lagaakr pMi@tyaaÐ
ilaKnaa Aaid.

trhtrh kI pi<ayaaÐ D/a^[Mga SaIT maoM
icapkakr ]nako naama evaM ica~a
banavaanaa.

vaRxaaoM ka mah<va‚ p`Ìit–p`oma‚ svasqa
jaIvana –SaOlaI‚ poD,–paOQaaoM kI doKBaala‚
pirEama krnaa Aaid saIK paeÐgao .

khanaI pzna‚ Sabdaqa-‚ kizna Sabd‚
KalaI jagah Barnaa‚ SabdaoM ko jaaoD,o
pUro krnaa‚ p`Snaao<ar‚ ‘r’ ko $p‚
SabdaoM sao bananao vaalao Anya Sabd
banaanaa Aaid.
vacana¸ sava-naama kI pirBaaYaa‚ vacana
badlanaa tqaa sava-naama vaalao SabdaoM
kI jaanakarI p`aPt krnaa.

ija&asaa‚ vaO&ainak jaanakarI‚ po`ma–
Baava‚ vyavahairkta evaM p~a–laoKna
Aaid saIK paeÐgao .
ica~a pholaI hla krvaanaa.

baccao ekvacana kao bahuvacana maoM
badlanaa jaanaoMgao.sava-naama ka p`yaaoga
kOsao AaOr khaÐ krto hMO [sasao BaI
baccao Avagat haoMgao.

punaravaRit

Taurian World School, Ranchi
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NO.OF PERIODS
6

8

6

5

TOPICS

OBJECTIVE

paz –10
iDskvarI caOnala³vaO&ainak jaanakarI´

kizna Sabd ka ]ccaarNa kr paeÐgao vaga-pholaI hla krnaa.
p`Snaao<ar¸ sahI Sabd ka cayana‚
ica~a kI jagah Sabd ilaKkr
vaa@ya ilaKnaa saIKoMgao , Sabd–pholaI
Aaid.

vyaakrNa
ivaSaoYaNa‚ iËyaa

paz –11
[-Saana ka basta³naaTk´

vyaakrNa
iganatI‚ idna‚ mahInao

Taurian World School, Ranchi

ACTIVITY

ivaSaoYaNa evaM iËyaa kI pirBaaYaa tqaa
]nako p`yaaogaaoM sao piricat haoMgao.

Paaz vaacana
sahIÀgalat ka caunaava
Sabdaqa- jaanaoMgao va kizna Sabd ka
]ccaarNa kr paeÐgao.
p`Snaao<ar
nae–nae SabdaoM ka &ana haogaa.
ihndI maoM iganatI‚ idnaaoM evaM mahInaaoM
ko naama .

LEARNING OUTCOMES
[sa paz ko maaQyama sao baccaaoM maoM
pSau–p`oma kI Baavanaa jaagaRt haogaI
tqaa pSauAaoM kI AadtoM jaanaoMgao‚
AaQauinak tknaIk ka sahI ]pyaaoga
krnaa saIKoMgao.
saM&a AaOr sava-naama kI ivaSaoYata
batanaa saIKoMgao.ica~aaoM ko maaQyama sao
kama vaalao SabdaoM kI phcaana krnaa
saIKoMgao tqaa ]saka ]pyaaoga vaa@yaaoM
maoM kOsao ikyaa jaata hO yao saIKoMgao.

poMisala kI CIlana icapkakr ek
ga`IiTMga kaD- banaanaa.

ApnaI caIja,o vyavaisqat rKnaa‚ ApnaI
galatI maananaa‚ Kanaa barbaad na
krnaa tqaa svacCta jaOsaI AadtaoM sao
Avagat haoMgao.

baccao ihndI kI iganatI ilaKnaa
saIKoMgao‚
idnaaoM ko naama evaM mahInaaoM ko naama
BaI ilaKnaa saIKoMgao.
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NO.OF PERIODS

TOPICS

OBJECTIVE

ACTIVITY

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Sabdaqa- – &ana‚ kivata vaacana
kranaa tqaa smarNa krnaa‚ AqasamaJanaa‚ Baavaaqa- jaananaa‚ kivata
kI pMi@tyaaÐ ilaKnaa‚ samaana tuk
vaalao Sabd Aaid.

panaI bacaanao ko ]payaaoM pr AaQaairt
ek CaoTa saa naaTk krvaanaa.

jala–saMrxaNa ko p`it sajagata¸ vaYaa-—
caË jaananaa¸ pRkit–p`oma kI Baavanaa
ka ivakasa baccaaoM maoM haogaa.

6

paz –12
vaYaa- AaOr panaI³kivata´

3

vyaakrNa
ica~a–vaNa-na

ica~a doK kr ]icat SabdaoM ka
cayana krto hue khanaI ilaKnaa.

6

paz –14
kOrmabaaoD- ³Aa%makqaa´

khanaI pzna‚ Sabdaqa-‚ kizna Sabd‚
kqaa Ëmabad\Qa krnaa‚ p`Snaao<ar‚
vaa@yaaoM kao Saud\Qa krko ilaKnaa
Aaid.

baccao Agar poD, haoto tao vao ApnaI
Aa%makqaa iksa p`kar AiBavya@t
krto.

baccaaoM kao [sa paz sao Apnaa cair~a–
inamaa-Na krnao maoM sahayata imalaogaI‚ vao
inayama palana krnaa saIKoMgao‚ har–
jaIt svaIkar krnaa tqaa AapsaI
sahyaaoga krnaa saIKoMgao.

6

paz –16
laalacaI baMdr³kivata´

Sabdaqa- – &ana‚ kivata vaacana
kranaa tqaa smarNa krnaa‚ AqasamaJanaa‚ Baavaaqa- jaananaa‚ kivata
kI pMi@tyaaÐ ilaKnaa‚ samaana tuk
vaalao Sabd Aaid.

kivata ka nayaa AMt saaocanaa.

[sa kivata ko maaQyama sao baccao
laalaca na krnaa‚ saMtaoYa krnaa tqaa
saaoca–samaJakr kama krnaa Aaid
saIKoMgao.

20

punaravaRit
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ica~a ka vaNa-na krto hue baccao [samaoM
khanaI ilaKnaa saIKoMgao.
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Subject: Science
NO. OF PERIOD

TOPIC

12

Our Community

SUB-TOPIC
My Family

LEARNING OBJECTIVES / SKILLS TO BE
DEVELOPED
* Learn about the different types of
families
* Develop social skills while learning
about the role of each family member
* Develop a sense of care and respect
towards their family member

ASSESSMENT / ACTIVITIES

LEARNING OUTCOMES

* Make a family tree
collecting pictures of family
members and writing few
lines about them/speak few
lines about them like their
responsibility

* Be able to identify the
different types of families
* Be able to appreciate
the importance of having
a family
* Be able to accept
responsibility and
understand their role as a
family member
* Develop their selfmanagement skills and
know their responsibility
towards their
neighbourhood
* Be able to identify the
important places and
people in the
neighbourhood and
describe their function
* Be able to understand
the need of different
places in a school
* Be able to develop their
social and selfmanagement skills while
understanding their role
and responsibilities in the
school

12

My
Neighbourhood
(Unit: Community
Needs)

* Understand the role of a
neighbourhood
* Learn about the role of a neighbour
and the importance of being a good
neighbour
* Recall and appreciate the important
places and people in the neighbourhood

* Draw a map of their
neighbourhood on a chart
showing the important
places in the neighbourhood
* Role play on the important
people in the neighbourhood

12

My School (Unit:
Community
Needs)

* Identify and explore the different
places in their school
* Understand the importance and
function of a school
* Appreciate the people working in a
school
* Learn about their responsibilities in
the school

* Present their
understanding about the
important places and people
in the school in a graphic
organiser
* Interview the people
working in their school and
talk about their
responsibilities

Taurian World School, Ranchi
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NO. OF
PERIOD

TOPIC

SUB-TOPIC

LEARNING OBJECTIVES / SKILLS
TO BE DEVELOPED

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES

LEARNING
OUTCOMES
* Be able to identify the
different types of houses
* Be able to employ their
research and
communication skills to
present the features of
different types of houses
* Be able to appreciate
the importance of housing
and clothing
* Be able to correlate
different types of clothes
with different seasons
* Be able to identify the
form of transport needed
in different situations
* Be able to present their
understanding and
knowledge acquired about
the history of wheel and
it’s uses

12

Housing and
Clothing

Houses, Clothes and
Seasons

* Acquire knowledge about the different
types of houses
* Features of different types of houses
* Understand the need of clothes
* Acquire knowledge about the different
types of clothes worn in different seasons
* Explore the sources of clothes

* Make models of
different types of
houses and speak
about them
* Make a collage of
the different types
of clothes worn in
different seasons

12

Moving Things,
People and Ideas

Means of Transport

* Identify the different means of
transport
* Develop thinking skills while exploring
the need of different types of transport
* Study about the invention and uses of
wheel

Light and Shadow

* Learn about the sources of light
* Learn about formation of shadow and
its size

* Make a chart with
different locations
on it. Select and
present the best
suitable mean of
transport for
travelling in
between different
locations
* Make a booklet on
the invention and
uses of wheel
* Draw shadows of
different object
placed against a
source of light

10

Taurian World School, Ranchi

* Be able to understand
the formation of shadows
* Be able to understand
the relation between the
size of shadow and the
position of the sun
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NO. OF PERIOD

TOPIC

8

Direction and
Time

10

The Human Body

10

SUB-TOPIC
Direction and Time

LEARNING OBJECTIVES / SKILLS TO BE
DEVELOPED
* Explore and identify the four different
directions
* Learn how to find direction
* Acquire knowledge about day and night
* Develop their thinking skills and explore
the relation between hours, weeks, days
and months and learn about time

Our Body

* Recall and learn about the different
body parts
* Identify the external and internal body
parts

Bones and Muscles

* Acquire knowledge about the presence
of bones and muscles
* Explore the function of bones and
muscles
* Acquire knowledge about the presence
of joints in the human body
* Learn about the importance of having a
good posture

Taurian World School, Ranchi

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES
* Make a map of
their school/house
and mark the four
directions on it
* Present their
understanding of
day and night on a
chart by collecting
pictures of objects
they see in the sky
during day and night
* Make an outline of
a human body and
label the various
body parts in it

* Chart presenting
the function of
bones and muscles
in our body that
helps us to perform
different
tasks/Drama to
show the
importance of
having a good
posture

LEARNING OUTCOMES
* Be able to find the four
direction using the
position of sun and
compass
* Be able to utilise their
learning about time to
calculate and solve time
related questions

* Be able to employ their
communication skill and
present their
understanding on the
internal and external parts
of the body
* Be able to understand
the working of bones of
muscles together to
perform an action and
present the same while
developing their gross
motor skills
* Be able to identify the
joints in the body
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NO. OF PERIOD

TOPIC

10

SUB-TOPIC
Safety Rules

10

Food

10

The World of
Living

Food and Water (Unit:
Healthy Choices)

Plant Life

Taurian World School, Ranchi

LEARNING OBJECTIVES / SKILLS TO BE
DEVELOPED
* Understand the importance of following
safety rules
* Acquire knowledge about the safety
rules at different places
* Learn about the use of first aid box and
identify the items present in the same

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES
* Present a drama
showcasing
different safety
rules or make a
poster about some
safety rules to be
followed at school
* Make a first aid
box to be kept in
the classroom
* Learn about the sources of food and
* Make a collage of
different meals of the day
different types of
* Identify the types of food – energy
food
giving, protective and body building food
* Speak/Present
* Acquire knowledge about the
verbally about some
importance of having a balanced diet
healthy eating
* Learn about good eating habits
habits
* Recall the parts of plant
* Make a nature
* Identify the type of plants and their
album by collecting
characteristics
different types of
* Appreciate the importance of plants and fallen leaves
its uses
* Make a
chart/collage by
collecting and
pasting pictures of
things we get from
plants

LEARNING OUTCOMES
* Be able to employ their
self-management skills
and demonstrate safety
rules to be followed at
different places
* Be able to identify the
items used in a first aid
box

* Be able to categorise
food based on their
function
* Be able to identify the
sources of food and
inculcate good eating
habits in themselves
* Be able to identify the
type of plants based on
their characteristics
* Be able to understand
the various uses of plants
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NO. OF PERIOD

TOPIC

10

10

SUB-TOPIC
Animal Life

Festivals and
Places of
Worship

Festivals and Places of
Worship

Taurian World School, Ranchi

LEARNING OBJECTIVES / SKILLS TO BE
DEVELOPED
* Identify domestic and wild animals
* Learn how animals help us
* Identify different homes of animals and
explore their eating habits
* Acquire knowledge about extinct
animals

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES
* Make a
model/diorama
having the different
kinds of domestic
and wild animals in
a farm and forest
respectively

* Learn about different types of festivals –
national and religious
* Acquire knowledge about India’s culture
* Learn how different festivals are
celebrated

* Role play/Hot seat
to present their
culture and the
festivals celebrated
in their religion
* Make items used
in some of the
festivals and display
them in class
together to spread
the message of
unity in diversity

LEARNING OUTCOMES
* Be able to identify
different types of animals,
their homes and eating
habits
* Be able to name some
extinct animals
* understand the need of
protection of animals
* Be able to identify the
various festivals of India
* Be able to identify
oneself according to
his/her culture
* Be able to employ their
communication skills to
present their
understanding on the
different festivals
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NO. OF PERIOD

TOPIC

12

Nature and
Environment

SUB-TOPIC
Air and Water

LEARNING OBJECTIVES / SKILLS TO BE
DEVELOPED
* Explore the properties of air
* Learn about the different
constituents present in air
* Acquire knowledge about the
different forms of air
* Recall the sources of water
* Learn about the different forms of
water
* Acquire knowledge about water
cycle

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES
* Make a chart
showing the ways how
air is getting polluted
* Make a poster on
the topic – Save water

8

Going into Space

* Acquire knowledge about space
* Learn about some famous
astronauts
* Explore some facts about moon

* Make a booklet on
the famous astronauts

10

Our Earth

* Learn about the shape of Earth
* Acquire knowledge about the
different landforms

Things Around
Us

* Learn about natural and man-made
things
* Explore about the materials used to
make things used by humans

* On an outline of the
map of India, locate
the presence of
different landforms
* Make a
poster/chart/collage
of things made using
different materials

8

Matter and
Materials

Taurian World School, Ranchi

LEARNING OUTCOMES
* Be able to understand the
different properties and
constituents of air
* Be able to differentiate between
the different forms of air and water
* Be able to identify the sources of
water
* Be able to identify the different
stages of water cycle
* Be able to appreciate the
importance of water
* Be able to present their
understanding about space
* Be able to recognise some of the
famous astronauts
* Be able to recognise the shape of
Earth
* Be able to identify the different
landforms
* Be able to distinguish between
natural and man-made things
* Be able to identify the different
materials used to make various
useful things
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Subject: Mathematics
NO. OF
PERIOD

TOPIC

15

Place Value

15

Addition

SUB-TOPIC

LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE
DEVELOPED
Indian Place value 3-digits:
1. Say the number
• Say the number sequence 0
sequence.
to 1000 forward and backward 2. Understanding place
by 5s, 10s using any starting
and face value.
point.
3. Expanded and
• Understanding place and face standard form of
value.
numbers
• Expanded and standard form 4. 0 to 1000 forward and
of numbers
backward by 5s or 10s
• Comparing and ordering of
using any starting point.
numbers
5.Comparing and
ordering of numbers
6. Odd and even
numbers

• Addition facts
• Addition of 2 and 3 digit
numbers

Taurian World School, Ranchi

1. Understanding
addition facts
2. Addition of 2 and 3
digit numbers with and
without regrouping.

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES

LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. Throwing box
activity
2. Adding a fortune
activity
3. Worksheets
4. Note- book work
5. Pen and paper test

• Represent, compare and order
whole numbers to 1000 using a
variety of tools
• Read and print in words
whole numbers to five hundred,
using meaningful contexts
• Identify and represent the
value of a digit in a number
according to its position in the
number
• Compose and decompose
three-digit numbers into
thousands, hundreds, tens and
ones in a variety of ways
• Round two-digit numbers to
the nearest ten in problems
arising from real-life situations
• Describe and apply mental
mathematics strategies for
adding two 3-digit numerals,
such as:
- adding from left to right
- using doubles
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NO. OF
PERIOD

TOPIC

15

Addition

20

Subtraction

SUB-TOPIC

• Estimating sums
• Addition strategies
• Problem stories

• Subtraction facts
• Subtraction using Expanded
form
• Subtraction of 2 and 3 digit
numbers
• Problem stories

Taurian World School, Ranchi

LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE
DEVELOPED
1. Understanding
different strategies to
add.
2. To read the word
problems and
comprehend them.

1. Understanding
subtraction facts
2. Subtraction of 2 and 3
digit numbers with and
without regrouping.
3. Estimating problems
to their nearest 100 and
then subtracting it.
4. Understanding
different strategies to
subtract.
5. To read the word
problems of subtraction
and comprehend them

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES

LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. The magic plus
machine activity
2. Maxi sum
3. Instant addition
4. Worksheets
5. Note-book work
6. Pen and paper test

• Apply estimation strategies to
predict sums of two 3-digit
numerals in a problem-solving
context.
• Demonstrate an
understanding of addition of
numbers with answers to 1000
with and without regrouping.
• Describe and apply mental
mathematics strategies for
subtracting two 3-digit numerals
• Apply estimation strategies to
predict differences of two 3digit numerals in a problemsolving context.
• Demonstrate an
understanding of subtraction of
numbers with answers to
1000(limited to 1-, 2- and 3-digit
numerals)
• Create and solve problems in
context that involve addition
and subtraction of numbers.

1. Candy corn
subtraction
2. Play subtraction
with cards
3. Worksheets
4. Note-book work
5. Pen and paper test
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NO. OF
PERIOD
20

15

TOPIC

SUB-TOPIC

Multiplication • Multiplication as repeated
addition
• Multiplication tables till 10
• Multiplication by 10 and 100
• Multiplication of 2- digit
number by 1- digit and 3-digit
number by 1- digit.
• Problem Solving

Division

• Understanding division as
equal sharing
• Division as repeated
subtraction

Taurian World School, Ranchi

LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE
DEVELOPED
1. To understand
multiplication as
repeated addition.
2. Multiplying 2, 3 digit
numbers by 1 digit
number.
3. Understanding
different properties
such as Order property,
Group property, and
Zero property and
number property.
4.Comprehend and
Solve word problems
1. Understand division
on number line.
2. Understand division
as repeated subtraction
and division undoes
multiplication

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES

LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. Multiplication war
2. Multiplication
arrays
3. Worksheets
4. Note-book work
5. Pen and paper test

• Represent and explain
multiplication using equal
grouping and arrays
• Create and solve problems
with and without regrouping
• Model multiplication using
concrete and visual
representations
• Relate multiplication to
repeated addition
• Relate multiplication to
division.

1. Bingo game
2. Worksheets
3. Note-book work
4. Pen and paper test

• represent and explain division
using equal sharing and equal
grouping
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NO. OF
PERIOD

TOPIC

SUB-TOPIC

15

Division

• Relation between
multiplication and division
• Long division
• Problem solving

12

Money

• Coins and Notes
• Counting money
• Addition and subtraction of
money

12

Time

• Understanding parts of a
clock
• The full and the half hour
• Days of the week
• Calendar

Taurian World School, Ranchi

LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE
DEVELOPED
1. Understand the
connection between
multiplication and
division.
2. Understand
properties of division
3. Understand the
concept of remainder.
4. Comprehend the key
words and solve world
problems
1. Understanding about
currency.
2. Writing money in
words and figures

1. Units of time
2. Estimating time
3. Interpreting a
calendar

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES

LEARNING OUTCOMES

• Create and solve problems in
context that involve equal
sharing and equal grouping
• Solve problems of long
division with and without
regrouping
• Relate division to repeated
subtraction
• Relate division to
multiplication.
1. Activity with fake
notes
2. Class room
shopping
3. Worksheets
4. Note-book work
5. Pen and paper test
1. Paper plate clock
activity
2. Bingo clock activity
3. Worksheets
4. Note-book work
5. Pen and paper test

• Identify different currencies of
various countries.
• Understand the value of
money by handling the working
of a market in classroom
activity.
• Understand the difference
between paise and rupees.
• Relate the passage of time to
common activities using
nonstandard and standard units
(minutes, hours, days, weeks,
months, years)
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NO. OF
PERIOD

TOPIC

SUB-TOPIC

7

Shapes

• Lines
• Patterns

7

Shapes

• Plane shapes
• Solid shapes

Taurian World School, Ranchi

LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
ASSESSMENT /
SKILLS TO BE
ACTIVITIES
DEVELOPED
1. Understanding
1. Shape detective
2. Sort the shapes
patterns in different
aspects.
3. Geoboard activity
4.Worksheets
5. Note-book work
6. Pen and paper test
1. Understanding line,
line segment, plane
figures and solid figures.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

• Demonstrate an
understanding of increasing
and decreasing pattern by:
describing, extending and
comparing
• compare two-dimensional
shapes and three-dimensional
figures and sort them by their
geometric properties
• describe relationships
between two-dimensional
shapes, and between twodimensional shapes and threedimensional figures
• Identify and describe the
locations and movements of
shapes and objects
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NO. OF
PERIOD

TOPIC

SUB-TOPIC

15

Measurements • Length, weight and capacity
• Measuring, comparing and
estimating length, weight and
capacity.
.

12

Data
Handling

• Describing, summarizing, and
comparing data
• Representing data

Taurian World School, Ranchi

LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE
DEVELOPED
1. Non standard units of
length, weight and
capacity
3. Operations of length ,
weight and capacity

1. Pictographs
2. Use of tally marks
3. Bar graphs

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES

LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. Activity with
trundle wheel
2. Scavenger hunts
3. Capacity challenge
4. Tall and short
containers
5.Worksheets
6. Note-book work
7. Pen and paper test

•Compare standard units of
length (i.e., centimetre, metre,
kilometre)
• Estimate, measure, and record
the mass of objects (e.g., can of
apple juice, bag of oranges, bag
of sand) using the standard unit
of mass i.e. gram or kilogram
• Estimate, measure, and record
the capacity of containers (e.g.,
juice can, milk bag) using the
standard unit of the litre or milli
litre
• Organize, represent, collect
and describe categorical data.
• Interpret a bar graph
• Collect data by conducting a
simple survey about
themselves, their environment,
issues in their school or
community or content from
another subject.

1. Battle ship games
2. Online games
3. Birthday activity
4. Worksheets
5. Note-book work
6. Pen and paper test
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Subject: French
NO. OF
PERIOD
9

6

TOPIC
Revision of Alphabets
and vowels sounds
Numbers (0-30)

Revision of alphabets
Revision of numbers
10 colours

11

Revision of colours
Days of the week in
French.
Months in French
Self Introduction in
French.

Taurian World School, Ranchi

LEARNING OBJECTIVES / SKILLS TO BE
DEVELOPED
To let them know the French alphabets and
the numbers.

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES
Assess them
according to their
pronunciation. Giving
them anhandout on
numbers.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Objective of revision is to recall what they
have studied before the vacations.
To let them know the name of colours in
French.

A written test based
on numbers and
an oral test on
phonetics.

At the end of this month they
will get to know the
alphabets and numbers in
French and also they will get
an idea about the colours in
French.

To let them know the days of the week in
French
To give them the idea to introduce
themselves in French in 6 lines.

A worksheet in which
they have to match
the days and months
in English to French.
Telling them to
introduce themselves
in French during the
assembly.

At the end of this month they
will be able to know the days
of the week and
months in French and also to
introduce themselves in
French.

At the end of this month they
will know the French
alphabets and numbers
upto 30
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NO. OF
PERIOD
9

TOPIC
Revision of days, months and
introduction
Family(mother, father, Brother,
sister and grandparents,
uncle,aunty,cousins),vocabulary
on school things.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES / SKILLS TO BE
DEVELOPED
To make them aware of their family
relationships in French,
To make them aware of their vocabulary
on school thing in French,

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES
Telling them to
speak out the name
of
their family
relationships in
French.
Telling them to
speak out the name
of
their school things in
French.

9

Revision of family and Greetings
(hello, good morning, good
afternoon, good evening,
good night, good day, good
meal and others)
Être verb and subject pronouns
(je,tu,il,elle)

Taurian World School, Ranchi

To tell them how to greet anyone in
French.

To let them know how to say I am, you are
and he/she is in French

Telling them to greet
their friends and
teachers in cafeteria
during their
breakfast and lunch.
Will tell them to
write simple
sentences using être
verb.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
At the end of this month
children will easily tell the
names of the family
relationships in French

At the end of this month
children will easily tell the
names of the school
thingsin French

At the end of this month
they will be know the
greetings in French.

At the end of this month
they will know how to
conjugate the être verb in
singular
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NO. OF
PERIOD
5

10

TOPIC
Revision of etre and
subject pronouns

10 domestic animals
10 wild animals

Occupations and
professions

14

LEARNING OBJECTIVES / SKILLS TO BE
DEVELOPED
To make them aware of the use ofetre verb
and subject pronouns in French.

To increase their vocabulary and letting them Activity in class in
know what we call some common animals in which they have to
French
paste the picture of
domestic and wild
To let them know the professions in French
animals separately

Revision of occupation and To increase their vocabulary of fruits and
profession
vegetables.
Fruits (10 only)
Vegetables( 10 only)
This will help them to use the most common
action verbs which they use in their daily life.
Introduction of action
verbs
Examples and
conjugations of action
verbs

Taurian World School, Ranchi

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES
Class work activity.

Will ask the children
about the
professions of their
parents in French
Food pyramid

Giving them a
worksheet in which
they have to write
the conjugation of
action verbs.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
At the end of this month they
will be able use etre verb and
subject pronouns in standard
French.

Activity in class in which they
have to paste the picture of
domestic and wild animals
separately
Will ask the children about
the profession of their
parents in French

At the end of this month they
will be able to tell the name
of fruits and vegetables in
French.
At the end of this month they
will have the knowledge of
action verbs.
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NO. OF
PERIOD
4

TOPIC
Revision of action verbs
Introduction of indefinite
articles

19

Overall revision of every
topics
and more stress will be on
the
oral part.

Taurian World School, Ranchi

LEARNING OBJECTIVES / SKILLS TO BE
DEVELOPED
In French, we write any noun with an article,
this will help them to get to know about the
articles

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES
Giving them a
worksheet which will
contain the words in
which we have used
the indefinite articles

To correct their pronunciation and to
improve their oral skills.

Few oral tests and
dictation.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
At the end of this month,
children will know the usage
of indefinite articles.

At the end of this month they
will be able to speak well in
French
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